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Results

Adoption and deployment of robotic and autonomous systems in industry are currently hindered by the lack of transparency, required for safety and accountability. Methods 

for providing explanations are needed that are agnostic to the underlying autonomous system and easily updated. In this work, we use surrogate models to provide 

transparency as to the underlying policies for behaviour activation.  We show that these surrogate models can effectively break down autonomous agents' behaviour into 

explainable components for use in natural language explanations.

Abstract

1. There is a need to convey rationale behind the decision-

making of an autonomous system to operators.

2. We explore various vehicles that can exhibit a variety of 

behaviours, including:

1. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) for 

pipeline inspection and Autonomous Surface 

Vehicles (USVs) for surveys at designated areas.

3. With this work, we attempt to answer the following research 

questions:

1. RQ1: How robust are surrogate models in policy 

approximation for behaviour activation?

2. RQ2: Can these surrogate models be used to 

effectively generate explanations?

3. RQ3: How is the performance affected when going 

from simulated data to real trials with real vehicles 

tested in a realistic environment?

“USV is moving around 

an obstacle using the 

transit behaviour” RQ3: Behaviour Predictions

RQ1: Model Selection Metrics

RQ2: Comparison of intrinsic features and Shapley Values

For RQ1, we demonstrate the classification performance across multiple models 

and select the best for our use case (Decision Tree). For RQ2, we made a 

comparison of intrinsic features within our surrogate model and corresponding 

Shapley Values to compare each estimated causality. Finally, for RQ3 we present 

classification performance for both simulated and real missions.

Methodology

The proposed framework consists of the following steps:

1) Extraction of vehicle states for surrogate model training 

and real-time explanation generation.

2) Model Selection with Nested Cross-validation to choose 

optimal Surrogate Model.

1) Use of intrinsic features for transparent models 

or feature contribution estimation for opaque 

models.

3) Representation of exhibited behaviours with 

Contextualised Concept Sets.

4) Use of concept sets to generate Natural Language 

Explanations.
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Conclusion & Future Work

1. A domain-agnostic framework for approximating behaviour 

activations and replanning of an autonomous agent with 

classification models has been introduced.

2. Our approach is capable of discovering the causality of autonomous 

decisions and storing that information with Contextualised Concept 

Sets.

3. Moving forward, we plan on using these representations to 

investigate data-driven language explanations such as large 

language models.

4. Further evaluation of explanations is also required to examine the 

capacity of our approach to disambiguate robotic behaviours.
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